Guidelines – General Code of Behaviour

“BEST LEARNING IN A CARING SUPPORTIVE ENVIRONMENT”

CLASSROOM BEHAVIOUR: BEST LEARNING / CARING SUPPORTIVE

1. Do your best work.
2. Listen when others are speaking.
3. Follow directions and instructions.
4. Respect other peoples' right to learn.

SAFETY: WE HAVE A SAFE ENVIRONMENT FOR EVERYONE

1. Arrive at the school after 8:20 a.m.
2. Seek teacher permission to access out of bounds areas.
3. Play only in supervised areas.
4. Leave sticks and stones and dangerous items on the ground.
5. Walk on the stairs, in buildings and on all concrete.
6. Respect and be responsible with all school equipment and furniture.
7. Use toilets responsibly.

CONSIDERATION: WE CONSIDER THE NEEDS OF OTHERS

1. Speak to others with respect.
2. Remember to use good manners with your voice and body.
3. Take turns and line up when appropriate.
4. Move quietly and sensibly around the school.

PROPERTY: WE CARE FOR ALL PROPERTY

1. Name all belongings.
2. Use school equipment wisely, if borrowed, return it to its rightful place.
3. Keep personal property to a minimum while at school. Personal property is your responsibility.
4. Be responsible for your rubbish and use the bins.

UNIFORM: WE WEAR OUR UNIFORM WITH PRIDE

1. Children with shoulder length hair or longer, wear it tied back. Keep hair out of eyes.
2. Wear the uniform as outlined in the school guidelines. Parents provide information for the staff if the uniform is varied from the policy requirements.
3. Always wear the school hat outside.
4. Jewellery other than a pair of studs or sleepers (one in each ear lobe) and a watch belong to outside school hours.